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Preface
We have been lost to each other for so long. My name means
nothing to you. My memory is dust. This is not your fault, or mine. The
chain connecting mother to daughter was broken and the word passed to
the keeping of men, who had no way of knowing. That is why I became a
footnote, my story a brief detour between the well-known history of my
father, Jacob, and the celebrated chronicle of Joseph, my brother.
(Diamant 1)
The androcentric nature of the Torah overshadows the presence of
women in Judaic history. Sarah, Rebekah, Rachel, Leah and Miriam, are
represented in terms of their relationship with or contributions to male figures as
mothers, wives and helpmates. This portrayal is the result of authorial and
editorial influence to represent the patriarchal ideals of Judaism, beginning in its
earliest days with Abraham. As a result of this literary manipulation, the
characterization of ancient Israel does not present an accurate portrayal of the
culture and customs of that period. However, through literary analysis and
excavation, the presence of women in ancient Israel can be unearthed.
Following in the footsteps of Anita Diamant, whose novel The Red Tent
was my inspiration, Judith Plaskow and Katheryn Darr, I have undertaken a
feminist examination of the Torah, to uncover women's presence in ancient
Israelite culture beyond wife, mother and helpmate as they are illustrated in the
literature of the Torah and return these integral female figures to their rightful
place in Judaic history. In her work, Standing Again at Sinai, Judith Plaskow states
the importance of challenging the traditional, androcentric perspective of the
Torah and women's appointed place in Judaism, and my motivation in this
examination: "The remembered past provides the basis for a particular present,
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but the nature of the present also fosters or inhibits particular kinds of memory"
(plaskow 75).
This female centered perspective challenges the traditional interpretations
of the Torah to provide a historically based understanding of ancient Israel.
Beginning with Sarah as the first matriarch, Rebekah and Rachel's struggles to
maintain active authorities in their households and communities and finally the
outstanding presence of Miriam within Judaism, women were a definite presence
in, and influence over, the shaping of Judaic history. A close examination of the

literature of the Torah reveals trus presence and provides women with a
personality beyond their relationship to men. Sarah's strength, Rebekah's
wisdom and Miriam's leadership are just a few examples of the superior qualities
exhibited in the women of the Torah. Through this new perspective, women are
no longer beneath the shadow of their traditionally 'superior' husbands or sons,
but shine in their own virtues.
Tamar Frankiel comments "Knowing our heritage gives us a background
of strength" (48). This alternative examination of the place of women in Judaic
history and the ramifications of their presence in shaping this culture, provides
both Jewish and Christian women with a more complete understanding of their
female ancestors as well as themselves within their religion. My purpose is not
to negate the Torah based on its lack of female perspective or portrayals but to
listen to a different voice speaking through the chronicles of ancient Israel. God
commanded Abraham, the very father of Judaism, to listen and follow the
instructions of a woman: "And God said to Abraham, in everything that Sarah
tells you, listen to her voice" (Genesis 21:12).
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Scriptural Archeology: Excavating the presence of women in the Torah

Women's roles in religious history have been traditionally described in
terms of their relation and value to men. The normative religious texts provide
an androcentric perspective on the gender relationships within the early
corrununity, the growth of Judaism in "Jacob's House" and the monotheistic
worship of God. Yet these literary representations omit an entire half of the
experience of the Jewish community: the perspective and participation of
women. As Judith Plaskow argues extensively in Standing Again at Sinai, women
are defined not in her own tenns or in her own voice, but by her relationship
and value to men through the androcentric vocabulary of the Torah. This
statement is textually illustrated by the authorial and editorial presentation of
women and their place in ancient Israelite society in the Torah. As Judaism grew
increasingly androcentric in its leadership, women were increasingly reduced to
marginal figures in the community by authorial and editorial revisions. Yet the
participation of women of ancient Israel is not lost. Instead, the presence of
women is buried beneath the androcentric presentation of the early Judaic
community, waiting to be excavated by historical and scriptural examination.
The retelling of the past is influenced by the present; memory is not static
but takes on different shapes depending on the focus of concentration.
However, tradition greatly influences the interpretation of religious history as
well. In the book of Genesis, the literature emphasizes the divine appointment
of male figures such as Abraham the father of the covenant and Jacob who is
renamed and claimed by God as "Israel," placing them at the center of Jewish
history. As a result, the other figures in these biblical narratives are described in
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relation to the patriarchs, those male bearers of th-: covenant, by their service or
their value to him. Women are at the bottom of this hierarchy. Although female
figures of exceptional quality are noted in later chronicles, such as Ruth, Deborah
and Miriam, it is the very nature of their exception that highlights the
androcentric editorial focus of the Torah. I agree with Peggy Day, whose own
scriptural examination in Gender and Difference in Ancient Israel, makes the
important distinction between the literary representation and the reality of
ancient Israelite culture: they are not coextensive nor equivalent. Although the
text represents the culture of ancient Israel as male dominated from the time of
Abraham, this presentation omits the perspective of half of the population-the
women. By beginning at the point of realization that women did exist and were
active in their culture, and placing aside the androcentric perspective of the text
and its editors, the reality of women's place in ancient Israel may be determined.
Through this new perspective, the women of the Torah will emerge as the
archetypes of strength, leadership and spiritual insight to provide Jewish women
of the present with female, ancestral role models and a foundation for their
gender's heritage, a more complete understanding of the partial record of Jewish
history recorded in the Torah. Those stories that appear as the exception of
women's presence will unveil an exceptional presence. As Tamar Frankiel
eloquently states in The Voice afSarah, "the women we call our 'Mothers'-Sarah,
Rivkah (Rebekah), Rachel, and Leah-are not merely mothers, any more than
the 'Fathers'-Abraham, Isaac and Jacob-are merely fathers "(Frankiel 5).
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Chapter One

Listening for the Voice of Sarah
"Listen to me, you that pursue righteousness, you that seek the Lord.
Look to Sarah who bore you" (Isaiah 51:1,2). Just as the prophet Isaiah told the
women in exile to remember their mother Sarah as an integral part of their
heritage, so will we look to Sarah as our guide to understanding her place in
what has been traditionally interpreted as a male dominated sOdety. In her
perspectives on biblical women, Far More Precious Than Jewels, Katheryn Darr
likewise looks to Sarah as a biblical matriarch and guide to women as integral
figures of both the religious and social aspects of the ancient Israelite community.
In order to uncover Sarah's presence beneath the surface of the Genesis

narrative, the language and composition of the Scripture must be examined for
both the presence and absence of her story. In contrast to the simple origins of
Judaism as they are presented in Genesis, the complex nature of early Israelite
society will emerge, in which women, especially Sarah, were active religious

figures.
Beginning with the introduction of Sarah, the authors of Genesis establish
their male perspective on women and their role in ancient Israel: "The name of
Abram's wife was Sarai. Now Sarai was barren; she had no child" (Genesis 11:29,
30). Sarai is immediately introduced to the reader in terms of her relationship to
Abraham. There is no mention of her life prior to meeting Abraham, her
religious beliefs or even Sarai's presence within her community. This omission
reflects the inSignificance or even counter-productive nature of such information
to the authorial and editorial motives in recording this early history of Judaism.
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Her infertility, however, is the premiere characterization made of Sarai, marking
its importance to the author or editor of Genesis and illustrating his
understanding of a woman's role in the ancient Israelite community: to bear
children.

"As for Sarai your wife, you shall not call her Sarai, but Sarah shall be her

name" (Genesis 17:15). In altering her name, she is no longer Sarai belonging to
her own culture or history, which as previously mentioned is omitted from the
text, but is claimed by the God of Judaism as His own, Sarah. The introduction
continues by establishing Sarah's value to her community, as well as establishing
the archetype for all women of Judaism to follow, as wife and mother. "I will
bless her and moreover I will give you a son by her. I will bless her, and she
shall give rise to nations; kings of peoples shall come from her" (Genesis 17:15
16). Sarah's presence in this narrative is contingent upon her ability to produce
offspring for the growth of Judaism. As a barren woman, Sarah would be
useless to Judaism, but upon receiving a divine blessing her womb was opened,
at an extremely late age, to bear a son- the most valuable contribution a
woman could make to society, according to the editorial perspective as indicated
by introductory emphasis of Sarah as a wife and mother-and to give rise to
male leaders for generations to follow.
Sarah's introduction establishes the traditionally dominant themes of the
literary portrayal of women; Sarah as Abraham's wife and as mother to Isaac.
This compartmentalization continues in the portrayal of other biblical women
such as Rebekah, Rachel and Leah, whose values are likewise detennined by
their childbearing qualities. As Susan Niditch recognizes, "It is logical to assume

that men-male priests and a lengthy scribal tradition-are responsible for
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incorporating into law and custom notions of what the proper place of women
is, namely a child-producin~ sexually faithful wife in her husband's house"(WBC

Niditch 19). As the first woman of Judaism, Sarah is introduced in the Genesis
narrative within the proper role of a woman contemporary to the editorial staff:
their current standards are imposed onto a culture preceding their own by
centuries.
The law-focused, male editors of Genesis, could not completely erase
evidence of Sarah's existence independent of Abraham nor her strength within
the marital relationship, however. Although the story and the presence of
women in ancient Israelite culture may be obscured in the Torah, their names,
and the qualities contained within, remain. These titles of identification provide
insight into the true character and characterization of a woman in her society:
her very essence. Sarah, for example, may have been the archetype for the
portrayal of women in Torah, literally redefined from her previous self as Sarai,
but her story and her strength remained. Sarai and Sarah alike mean princess.
Unlike the contemporary use of names ior their unusual origins or
complimentary coupling with a last name, naming in ancient Israel provided
gyeat insight into the bearer of the title. Personal character, social status, and
future, especially in literary use, are revealed in a name. Through further
scriptural examination, it is essential to uncover the meaning of a woman's name
as the key to unlock her full story. Thus, the royal implications of Sarah and
Sarai raise the question: why did she deserve such a name?
The engineered pattern of female presence in ancient Israel is interrupted
in the book of Genesis. In two separate chapters, Abraham and Sarah travel to

the palace of a male royal figure, Pharaoh and Abimilech, in Genesis 12 and 20
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respectively, in which the royals desired and "took" her. "But the Lord afflicted
Pharaoh and his house with great plagues because of Sarai, Abram's wife" and in
the case of Abimelech, "then God said to him in the dream, I did not let you
touch her. Now, then return the man's wife. But if you do not restore her,
know that you shall surely die"

(~nesis 12:17,20:6,7).

From the

authorial/editorial perspective, these situations highlight the Lord's protection of
Sarah so that she may fulfill His promise to Abraham by bearing the first of the

"descendants as numerous as the stars" (Genesis 15:5). Interpreted literally,
Sarah is a valuable commodity in the origin of the Judaic community, namely

through her womb, which must be saved for the seed of Israel. However, an
alternative reading of these wife-sister narratives from a historical context,
coupled with the Significance of her name, places Sarah in a position of religious
power, independent from Abraham and his covenant.
As a result of the evolution of perspective and attitudes towards women

within and by religion, I agree with Savina Teubal who emphasizes the
importance of placing scriptural literature within a historical context. This
historical perspective includes two periods of examination: first, the historical
period of ancient Israelite culture represented in the text and secondly the time
period of the authors writing the Torah itself. The religious and social conditions
of the author's own period have a great effect upon the presentation of earlier
cultures; especially in terms of support for the status quo. In a religiously
authoritative document, such as the Torah, the authors and editors captured
those elements of ancient Israelite society that reflected pOSitively upon the
religious laws and practices of monotheistic Judaism and conversely condemned
those actions that were a current problem or question at the time of literary
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conception, not within the ancient society. As a result, the well-established
practices of monotheistic Judaism, and male dominant religious leadership would
be carefully protected in the retelling of Jewish history.
The Torah presents Judaism as the dominant practice of ancient Israel
from the creation story of Genesis until the formal declaration of monotheism in
Exodus through the first Conunandrnent, '1 am the Lord your God, you shall
have no other gods before me" (20:1, 3). However, the dominant religion does
not mean the only religion of ancient Israel nor does the literature exclude
mention of competitive gods. "Long ago, your ancestors-Terah and his sons
Abraham and Nahor-lived beyond the Euphrates and served other gods"
(Joshua 24:2). At the covenant renewal ceremony of Shechem, Joshua recalls the
practices of worshipping other gods as a direct contrast to the present
monotheistic practices. It is through the process of communal recommitment to
the commandments of monotheism, the pledge of loyalty, and the rejection of
the ancestral gods that such polytheism is mentioned: "put away the gods that
your ancestors served beyond the River and in Egypt, and serve the Lord"
(Joshua 24:14). Despite the authorial/editorial perspective contained in the
literature of Joshua, from a historical perspective it has been established that
Judaic monotheism was not the only religion practiced at the time of Abraham
and Sarah and that these members of the ancient Israelite community were
active in such practices.
What were these alternate practices suggested in Joshua? In her work,

Sarah the Priestess: the first matriarch of Genesis, Savina Teubal examines the
geographical origins of Terah, Abraham's father, in Mesopotamia, suggested by
Genesis 11:31, to define these other gods more specifically and with historical
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accuracy. Although Teubal suggests a matriarchal culture was dominant in this
region at the time of Sarah and Abraham, I disagree with the premise that
matriarchs were dominant in this era or that patriarchs were dominant either. I
do, however, agree that women had a far greater sodal presence in the historical
period of Sarah and Abraham than is portrayed in the book of Genesis,
especially in terms of religious leadership.
A myriad of cultural communities, such as Sumerians, Assyrians, Billies,
and immigrant Semites coexisted in Mesopotamia at the period of Abraham and
Sarah's lifetime, approximately 2000 BCE, creating a melting pot of religious and
cultural customs. Of those communities living within the Fertile Crescent, as well
as those who passed through, human existence and survival depended upon the
gods for the necessities of life. Religion was polytheistic and integrally connected
to Nature's cycle of birth, growth and death, illustrating the agrarian focus of
Mesopotamian sodety. Through the sacrifice of food that had been reaped or
picked from the earth, worshippers presented their devotion to the gods who
then in turn would strengthen the earth for further growth, perpetuating the
cycle of dependence. In addition to food and animal sacrifices, symbolic rites of
this cycle, the union of Heaven and Earth, as represented by the goddess Inanna
and the god Durnuzi respectively, were performed as a form of worship: hieros

gamos, the ritual of Sacred Marriage.
Inanna, known to the Babylonians as Ishtar, was married to
Dumuzi (Babylonian Tammuz) who was conceived of as a dying and
rising god. During the dry season when nothing grew, he was in the
world of the dead. But in Sumerian mythology, Inanna rescues him for
six months of the year during which time the rains come and the earth
blooms. Their reunion was celebrated at the New Year Festival when the
king and a priestess assumed the roles of Dumuzi and Inanna in a sexual
sacred marriage rite, thus assuring continued fertility and prosperity.
(Achtemeier 1072)
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Within this dynamic, the greater authority and the very survival of the
conununity lies in the hands of the priestess as the mediator of the heavenly and
earthly spheres in the rimal of hieros gamos. Logically, these ancient
Mesopotamian priestesses in the third millennium BCE were highly respected in
their office of religious authority as en, in which Teubal suggests the priestess
was perceived as the Goddess incarnate. As the dominant authority figure in the
ritual, the priestesses' or the en'5, involvement brought life and growth to the
Earth-through the religious authority of a woman.
Arising from the contrast of polytheism and monotheism, en has been
alternatively translated as a prostitute of polytheistic worship. From the
androcentric perspective of monotheistic Judaism, women were non-participants
in religious rituals; therefore their involvement separates the ritual from a

religious act of devotion to one of a sexual decadence and corruption. However,
the opinion of the Torah's authors and editors do not effect nor degrade the
status of the en within her community. Instead the ritual of hieros gamos , in
historical perspective of Mesopotamian religion in Sarah and Abraham's era,
provides further insight into the royal implications of Sarah's name, especially in
context of the wife-sister narratives previously examined in Genesis.
Although the authors and editors provide alternative motives for
Abraham and Sarah's happenstance upon the royal courts, it is possible that
these trips were made on Sarah's behalf to perform a ritual in which she was the
priestess incarnate of Inanna. The reoccurrence of Sarah's presence at the royal
courts and the rituals of the dominant fertility religion common to these
geographical areas, present Sarah as religiously independent from her husband
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and as an active and powerful presence in Mesopotamian and early Israelite
culture as a priestess, a position of religious royalty. A chronological approach to
the text reveals that prior to the first appearance in Pharaoh's palace, the God of
Israel has not yet promised Abraham the covenant: the very moment of Israel's
conception as the chosen people has not yet occurred. Thus, without this
promise, there was no covenantal bond, no commandments to follow in
obedience. Sarah was not a mother of Judaism at this point rendering her
participation in other religious practices perfectly plaUSible. However, the author
of Genesis applied the Judaic standards of marital relationships and the
protection of Israel's God over His people preemptive of the covenant in his
literary portrayal. Although Joshua does not hold Terah's family responsible for
their alternative religious practices, the author/ editor does by emphasizing the
condemnation of such practices and through the imposition of Judaic laws on
Abraham and Sarah in the literal presentation of their lives. This is not to say
that at the moment of the covenantal agreement, any prior religious beliefs were
dismissed. On the contrary, the repetition of Sarah's presence at the court of
Abime1ech suggests the maintenance of religious beliefs subsequent to
Abraham's covenant as well as coexistent with the early growth of Judaism, and
even illustrates Abraham's support oihis wife's role as a figure of religious
authority; as a priestess.
These narratives within the royal court are only first glimpses into the
sphere of women's experience and participation in religious leadership in ancient
Israelite culture, hidden between the lines of Torah. As a result of the polarity of
traditions from Sarah's polytheistic practices as a priestess to the monotheistic,
androcentric tradition of the authors of Hebrew scripture, a tension arises that
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will characterize the remaining chronicles of women's presence, especially those

who worshipped other gods similarly to Sarah. Yet as Judaism grows and
women become more present within the Jewish community itself, the literary
presentation of women becomes less categorized and less edited yet still
portrayed from a male dominated perspective.
As we shall see in following chronicles of Rebekah, Rachel, Leah and

Miriam, prevalent evidence exists, within the very Genesis narrative and beyond,
in which female religious authority is present and active both outside of as well

as within Judaism. Although the categorization of women continues through.
editorial influence, through refocused analysis of the Torah, including the
historical context of the depicted culture as well as the authorial context, the role
of women in ancient Israelite culture, in both social and religious leadership, will
emerge.
Although their stories are not as directly threatening or contradictory to
monotheistic Judaism as Sarah's were, Rebekah and Rachel's stories were
likewise edited. Rebekah and Rachel are pivotal figures in our analysis. Both
present ample evidence for their commitment to Judaism as well as remnants of
Mesopotamian practices akin to Sarah's. It is not until the presentation of Leah
that a woman will definitively and individually accept Judaism by personal choice
rather than patriarchal, or editorial, force.
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Chapter Two
Redefining the Ancestral Lineage of Judaism: Abraham, Rebekah
and Jacob

As was established in the case of Sarah, the scribal tradition of

monotheistic Judaism excluded or modified the historical reality of ancient
Israelite culture, especially limiting women's significance in religious authority, to
compliment their contemporary religious practices over fifteen hundred years
after Sarah's lifetime. Through historical contextualization and scriptural
examination, Sarah was excavated in Chapter One as a spirihlally independent,
communal leader and authoritative woman in contrast to the subservient wife
and mother portrayed in Genesis. Were Sarah's story to stand alone as a
depiction of a woman's presence in ancient Israel, this argument could be easily
negated as an isolated event. However, this presence can be likewise identified
in the story of her daughter-in-law, Rebekah. Just as Sarah was revealed as a
priestess who sustained the agricultural community through her religious
authority, Rebekah likewise sustained the survival of her community by actively
establishing the lineage of Israel. Just as her name derives from the Hebrew root

rbq, meaning to tie fast, Rebekah was the 1<not' that would secure the strength
of Judaism through the leadership of Jacob.
Rebekah's story can be interpreted from dual, although polar,
perspectives. On one hand Rebekah can be interpreted as playing an integral
and direct role in establishing the lineage of Judaism, as a matriarch. Carol
Meyers elaborates upon the significance of Rebekah's impact on the growth of
Judaism, by reordering the ancestral sequence from Abraham, Issac and Jacob to
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Abraham, Rebekah, and Jacob (144). This redefinition not only alters our
understanding of Rebekah, as an integral figure in the growth of Israel, but also
challenges the traditional portrayal of authority in ancient Israelite culture by
including a matriarchal presence.
Rebekah's presence in ancient Israel may be read as in tandem with God's
purpose as well as tangential to it, by the editors' perspective. In contrast to her
mother-in-Iaw's agricultural concentration, Rebekah dedicates her actions to
sustain the growth of Judaism as directed to her not by Inanna, but through the
God of Abraham. Unlike Sarah, Rebekah receives the word of God seriously
and commits herself to fulfilling this covenant made directly between herself and
God while pregnant with twins. Yet, it is not her obedience that renders
Rebekah worthy of her place in the genealogy of Judaism: it is her intelligence
and personal sacrifice in executing the divine conunand. Susan Niditch agrees
that "[Rebekah] determines and directs the course of the clan and in so doing is
the one who knows and fulfills what God wants" (22).
Examining Rebekah within the context of monotheistic Judaism does not
automatically place her in the pejorative category of a subservient wife but
rather calls forth a faithfulness and personal conviction worthy of great praise
from her female descendents. As will be illustrated, Rebekah is not a victim of
spiritual control; ergo her beliefs are not assigned to her dependent upon those
of her husband, as was the case with the portrayal of Sarah. The authors and
editors of Torah would logically have felt less threatened by Rebekah's religious
authority in comparison to Sarah's polytheistic practice.
Although her independent evolution of faith (within Judaism) can be
traced through Rebekah's story, whereby she acts against her husband, taking
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the authoritative role granted to her by God, so that she may fulfill the prophecy
delivered directly to her, as a woman, Rebekah does not receive the literary
recognition or praise that she deserves as illustrated by the traditional
genealogy, from which Rebekah is excluded.
Beginning with her introduction to Isaac1 Rebekah is a divinely chosen
woman; the living answer to a prayer. "Let the girl to whom I shall say, 'Please
offer your jar that I may drink,' and who shall say 'Drink/ and I will water your
camels'-let her be the one whom you have appointed for your servant Isaac"
(Genesis 24:14). Such an introduction is highly uncharacteristic of the portrayal
of women in biblical literature; as previously noted; the woman is rarely
described in terms other than her relation or value to a man. Instead, Rebekah is
introduced by her own virtues, "the girl was very fair to look upon, a virgin,
who no man had known" (Genesis 24:16). This example does not stand alone in
its unique treatment of a woman. Rebekah's importance to Judaism is reinforced

by the examples of respect shown to her by her own brothers and her future
husband.
During the marriage negotiations between Rebekah and Isaac1 the
question "will you go with this man" is presented to the potential bride herself
so that she may state her preference in accepting or rejecting the proposal. As
women were not traditionally consulted nor even involved in the arrangement
of their marriages, this question posed to Rebekah shows women may have
been included in the negotiations although the practice was obscured by editorial
modification. It is necessary to appreciate the significance of this portrayal of
Rebekah's willing, personal acceptance of the union rather than an arrangement
between her brother and the servant of her fiance: "I will" (Genesis 24:58). The
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motivation may be interpreted that Rebekah was a conscious and willing
participant in the birth of Judaism and that she recognized and honored the
divine sanctioning for her marriage to Isaac: liThe thing [marriage proposal]
comes from the Lord" (Genesis 24: SO). As a single event, this hypothesis could
be negated as an isolated example. However, it is through her relationship to
her son Jacob and the sacrifices Rebekah made to ensure his success/ that her
deserved status as a matriarch of Judaism is epitomized.
In The Voice of Sarah, Tamar Frankiel similarly recognizes the evolution of

the literary presentation of Rebekah in comparison to Sarah's own. Clearly the
Torah and commentaries on Rebekah's acts are considered equally important to
the growth of Judaism as Abraham's and Isaac's. Just as the men received
directions and promises from the God of Judaism, so do the women (13).
Following such directions, Rebekah nurtured her sons under the influence of the
future greatness foretold of the younger, Jacob. "Isaac, who had a taste for wild
game, loved Esau, and Rebekah loved Jacob" (Genesis 25:28). The division of a
mother's love is curious for a woman who had been barren for so long: the
arrival of two children would seem a great blessing and tremendous joy from
the traditionally androcentric perspective of motherhood. However, Rebekah's
role as mother to Esau and Jacob held far greater responsibility. Upon the birth
of her youngest son Jacob, Rebekah became the mother of a chosen nation as
well as the mother of its enemy as foretold to her by God: "Two nations are in
your womb and two peoples from within you will be separated" (Genesis 25:23).
There is no evidence in the chronicle of Genesis that Rebekah shared the
information of her child's destiny with her husband Isaac, nor that God intended
for him to know. In The Five Books of Miriam, Ellen Frankel likewise emphasizes
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Rebekah as the divinely chosen mediator for His will. She understands Jacob's
qualities will fulfill God's will for him to become the leader of Israel in contrast to
Isaac's hope for Esau's leadershipJ to make them a nation among other nations
whom they live amongst. That is why God reveals the future to Rebekah (42).
Through a womanJs actions and selfless sacrifice the chosen nation arose from
the nurturing and favor of RebekahJ the founder of the house of Jacob.
"Listen carefully and do what I tell you" (Genesis 27:8). The success of
Jacob depended on his mother's wisdom and cwuting to receive the blessing of
Isaac. Although Rebekah's plan was deceitful towards her husbandJ in this case
the end does justify the means. It was necessary for Rebekah to deceive her
husband in order to fulfill her covenant with God tluough Jacob. After
overhearing Isaac's dying request for food from Esau and the promise of a
blessin~

Rebekah recognized the opportunity to fulfill Jacob's destinYJ "the older

will serve the younger (Genesis 27:23). Rebekah did not come upon this

conversation by accident but was actively "listening" from the margins of the
tent (Genesis 27:5). As we have previously witnessed in Sarahls storyJ "those
who are denied access to information are the most eager to acquire it-and
become the most skilled at acquiring it/, especially within their own households
(Frankel 45). In the conversation with Jacob that follows Rebekah does not
J

apologize for what she has heard but rather explains to her young son how it
will be used to his advantage.
Although the literary characterization of women as wife and mother has
been defined as a purely submissive and pejorative perspective, power did lay in
the everyday tasks of .numing the household: women sustained the life of their
family on a basic level. As the director of cooking and cleaning, Rebekah would
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have been knowledgeable of her husband's favorite foods and kept the
ingredients for the preparation of these dishes on hand. Thus, when she
overheard Isaac requesting food from Esau, the wild game they hunted
together, Rebekah was able to prepare the meat "just the way [Isaac] likes it" for
Jacob to give his father. In addition to her cooking capabilities, Rebekah's
responsibility for making, mending and washing the family's clothes was a great
benefit to her in regard to Jacob's future. "Then Rebekah took the best clothes
of Esau, her older son, which she had in the house, and put them on the younger
son Jacob"(Genesis 27:15). Finally, by covering his soft skin with the pelt of a
beast to resemble Esau's hairy skin, the illusion was complete. Yet Rebekah did
not send her son to claim the blessing before assuming responsibility for the
"curse" that would befall them if their deception was uncovered. Susan Niditch
does not allow this transferal of the curse to go unrecognized, as curses were
understood to be just as real as blessings in ancient Israelite culture (23). By
assuming the curse, Rebekah assumes responsibility and authority in Jacob's
deception, not denying but recognizing her participation in carrying out the will
of her God.
As real as the blessing of the disguised Jacob by Isaac, so was the curse

Rebekah had to endure upon the unveiling of Jacob's identity. As a result of the
despair that overwhelmed Esau for his lost blessing and his murderous rage for
his brother, Jacob had to flee for his life, once again, orchestrated by his mother's
intelligence. "Now then, my son, do what I say: flee at once to my brother
Laban at Haran"(Genesis 28:43). As a final intervention for her son, Rebekah
used her wisdom once again to influence her husband Isaac for Jacob's benefit.
In expressing her disgust for the local Hittite women, Rebekah subtly influenced
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Isaac into sending his youngest son to Laban's house to find a wifel for his
protection from the murderous will of Esau. Thus the wily mother's intention in
speaking with Isaac was fulfilled. Rebekah's curse was her separation from the
son to whom she had dedicated hersell, in addition to spending the remaining
days of her life with the I'disgusting" Hittite wives of Esau who "were the source
of grief to Rebekah" (Genesis 26:35).
Jacob was blessed, by the intelligence and influence of his mother. Had
she not been an active participant in her youngest son's life, the story of Jewish
history would be greatly altered. Yet Jacob did succeed l through Rebekah's
wisdom, strength and dedication to fulfilling God's covenant. However, despite
her loyalty and sacrifice, Rebekah was still punished by the literary staff for her
deception of Isaac, in her exclusion from the lineage of Israel's founders.
Following Jacob's flight Rebekah does not appear again in the narrative, even in
l

death. Yet through our examination, Rebekah is remembered in a place of
honor. The redefinition of the genealogy of Israel's founders elevates Rebekah
to her rightful place in Judaic history. Abraham, Rebekah and Jacob are the true
founders of Judaism for it was through the fulfillment of a covenant by Rebekah,
not Isaac, that God's will was fulfilled and Judaism was able to bloom.
In contrast to the portrayal of Rebekah as a cornerstone of Judaism,

evidence exists within the text of a continuance of Sarah's
Mesopotamian/polytheistic culture in Rebekah's actions. Evidence in the Torah
suggests Rebekah's story was edited similarly to Sarah's: by the literary
androcentrism of the scribal tradition to remove elements of ancient Judaic
history that contradicted the present state of Judaism at the time of the Torah's
codification. Although we have portrayed Rebekah as a faithful and dedicated
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servant to God's mission, her motivation for the deception of Isaac may also be
interpreted as the desire to perpetuate the traditions and customs of her
birthplace. Rebekah was the grand-daughter of Abraham's brother Nahor, and
Terah's great grand-daughter. As previously noted, "Terah and his
sons-Abraham and Nahor-lived beyond the Euphrates and served other
gods" Ooshua 24:2). As a member of this family, Rebekah would have been
active in the worship of other gods, sharing an authority and communal
presence similarly to Sarah. From this perspective, Rebekah may not have been
the willing participant in her divinely assigned mission as previously portrayed,
but a woman struggling to retain the authority and respect she had enjoyed
prior to marrying Isaac.
Rebekah's inclusion in her own marital negotiation to Isaac, her role in
obtaining the blessing for her younger son Jacob and her lament for Esau's
choice of a wife, provide specific evidence in favor of the alternative
interpretation of Rebekah's cultural traditions religious beliefs. These events
include examples of ultimogeniture, the succession of the youngest child, and
endogamy, marriage within the direct descent group; practices which Savina
Teubal points out are not typical of the patriarchal system in Judaism(53-4).
Rebekah's name can also be alternately interpreted from knot to s a metathesis
of ribqd, meaning cow (Meyers 143). This second perspective accompanies the
agrarian focus of religions in the Mesopotamian region, Rebekah's birthplace,
and the value that would be placed. in nature, and especially animals. Although
their presence provides further evidence in favor of a matriarchal authority and
tradition, they do not negate the patriarchal characteristics of early Judaic culture.
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Our second analysis of Rebekah's story in fact reinforces the portrayal of
coexistent matriarchal and patriarchal customs in ancient Israelite culture.
Beginning again with the marriage proposal portrayed in Genesis 24, it is
important to emphasize the familial relationship of Isaac and Rebekah prior to
their marital union. Although we have seen Sarah marry her half-brother
Abraham, this practice of marrying within the family, endogamy, is not
commonly associated with patriarchal social customs of this ancient cultural era.
The purpose of such inter-familial marriage was meant to perpetuate the
culture/practices so they would not to become adulterated or eliminated by
foreign beliefs. Ironically, this practice would be adapted thousands of years
later in Jewish law to protect the survival and unadulteration of Jewish culture
itself, possibly providing the motivation of the scribal tradition for allowing the
non-patriarchal tradition of endogamy to remain in the Torah.
Rebekah's inclusion in the proposal discussion, let alone her power of
decision to accept, provides a further example of matriarchal customs akin to
Sarah's, underlying Genesis. The bride-ta-be was more commonly treated as a
commodity to the families, to be bargained over by the men in her own as well
as the prospective husband's family, in contrast to the treatment of Rebekah as
an equal and consentual partner in the union. "Let's call the girl and ask her
about it" (Genesis 24:57). Her brothers' demands to have Rebekah remain in
their household for a period of ten days supports this portrayal of Rebekah as a
matriarchal presence in her own home: "Let the girl remain with us ten days or
so and then you may go" (Genesis 24:55). Rebekah is clearly a valued presence
in her household for her brothers to make such a request.
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Continuing with the excavation of matriarchal evidence, endogamy is
accompanied by ultimogeniture-the practice of giving the household birthright
to the youngest child. Rebekah's desire for Jacob, the youngest of the twins, to
receive the birthright from Isaac can be easily defined as ultimogeniture, a
practice she would have witnessed in Nahor's household, in contrast to the
previously defined motive of divine obedience. Isaac's desire to grant the
birthright to Esau, the practice of primogeniture, is the practice commanded in
the very book of Judaic law, Deuteronomy,: "then on the day when [a father]
wills his possessions to his sons, he is not permitted to treat the son of the loved
as the firstborn in preference to the son of the disliked who is firstborn; the right
of the firstborn is his" (21:16-17). Rebekah's actions are in direct contrast to those
prescribed by the law, illustrating her lack of obligation to such a custom. But
how could Rebekah be obliged or even aware of a law that was not composed
until approximately the mid-sixth century BCE? Again, the post-dated authorial
influence illustrates its gross differences in cultural representations between the
literary history and the historical reality. Through Rebekah's tireless effort and
craftiness in helping Jacob secure the birthright to practice ultimogeniture, her
loyalty to an alternative religion, independent of her husband is illustrated. If
Isaac subscribed to the same practices as his wife, the promise would never have
been made to Esau nor would it have been necessary to purposefully trick him
into blessing Jacob.
Last, the practice of matrilocal residence requires that a man must leave
the locality of his birth following marriage, to live with his wife's family.
Rebekah was not able to stay at her home upon marrying Isaac, she herself
made the active choice to leave, allowing her to retain her authority over herself
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even in marriage. Although Jacob's flight is portrayed as a necessary measure
for safety against Esau's rage, from this perspective of these practices originating
from beyond the Euphrates, matrilocal residence presents an alternate
interpretation. Rebekah engineered the location for Jacob to 'hide' and subtly
influenced Isaac into blessing the trip, thereby causing her husband to perpetuate
her own custom over his own intended desire to bless Esau. At this point, it is
evident that Isaac's authority is dominant over Rebekah's by the necessity of
deception to secure Jacob's blessing. So, although a matriarchal custom may
have been present in ancient Israelite culture, its authority was not recognized
outside of limited familial communities or geographical locations as illustrated by
the shift of authority from Rebekah to Isaac directly following her relocation to
Canaan.
In conclusion, regardless of the underlying motivation, Israelite tradition

was established by women, like Rebekah, through the active assertion of power.
Rebekah's strength is reflected in following chronicles of women within Judaism,
as the polytheistic and henotheistic practices of Sarah and Rebekah give way to
an increasing presence of women in Judaism's monotheistic culture.
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Chapter Three
Rachel and Leah: A House Divided
"Rachel and Leah were foreign women who left their non-righteous
parents to cleave to God and a righteous husband"(Oarr 70). This statement
epitomizes the tension between the growing prominence of Judaism and
competing cultures at Laban's camp between Jacob and his wives. Only two
generations separated from Sarah's independent spirituality and corrununal
authority, Rachel and Leah find their household in transition, challenged by the
beliefs of their husband, Jacob. Each sister presents a distinct perspective of the
evolution of women's presence in ancient Israel. Rachel's rebellion against the
transfer of property rights and the loss of authority in her fathees camp portrays
the last battle of women's authoritative presence, as matriarchs, under the
growing dominance of patriarchal Judaism. Yet while Rachel is fighting to
sustain her cultural and religious presence, Leah embraces the new religious
beliefs of her husband, establishing a new presence for women within Judaism.
The polarity of Rachel and Leah's perspectives may be attributed to the revisions
of later editors, to once again, reflect their opinions as well as support the validity
of their contemporary religious practices: illustrated as the inferiority of Rachel's
matriarchal culture to Leah's, but more importantly Jacob's, Judaism.

J1Here is my maid Bilhah: go in to her, that she may bear upon my knees
and that I too may have children through her (Genesis 30:3). The presence of
/l

matriarchal culture in Laban's camp is illustrated in Rachel's bestowal of her maid
as a birth-vessel for her own child, the child she could not conceive in her own
womb. Through this practice of surrogate conception and birth, Rachel's actions
parallel those of Sarah who used Hagar to conceive a child for Abraham at the
25

time of her own infertility. "Go in to my slave-girl; it-may be that I shall obtain
children by her" (Genesis 16:3). Although these children were born to surrogate
mothers, slaves in the household, the matriarch of the family, Sarah and Rachel
assumed their ownership respectively. Sarah's statement, "that J shall obtain
children by her," coupled with the absence of protest by Abraham or Hagar to
such a practice, assumes ownership of the surrogate born child, illustrating her
authority in the household (Genesis 16:3). Sarah does not need to name the child
herself to secure her possession of the baby boy, as Rachel later will, but allows
Abraham to name him Ishmael (Genesis 16: 15).
In contrast to Sarah's simple statement of fact and resolution, Rachel's

reaction to personal infertility illustrates her desperation to have a child as well as
her decreasing authority in her camp. The necessity of reproduction can be
understood from two, although opposing, perspectives. As has been established
through the examination of Sarah and Rebekah, it is clear that alternative
religious practices were well established and coexistent with the early growth of
Judaism. The shift of authoritative presence from Rebekah in her homeland as a
member of Terah's family, to Isaac, through the necessity of deception to secure
Jacob's blessin~ shows how geographical relocation influenced women's
authority. In addition to geographical and communal relocation, Rachel's
lifetime followed Sarah's by approximately one hundred years. In contrast to
the rapid growth of Judaism and quick shift of authority to a male dominant
sphere as it is presented in scripture, written by a single generation of authors,
the historical context exposes a more realistic presence of matriarchal culture,
coexistent with the growing presence of Judaism. Through years of religious
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cohabitation, the struggle for dominant communal authority between
matriarchal and patriarchal customs was rising.
Continuing with the analysis of Rachel's statement, her cry out for
children to whom she may pass on her traditions and beliefs illustrates her
knowledge of the impending threat to her culture's presence or even more
severe, its very survival. "Give me children or else I shall die" (Genesis 30:1).
Should she remain barren, Rachel foresees the death of not only herself, but
more symbolically of matriarchal authority.
From a contrary perspective, the death Rachel foretells for herself can
also be interpreted from the editorial perspective of her desire to increase the
numbers and strength of the budding Jewish community. As previously noted
in Chapter one, the editorial categorization of women and their value to the
ancient Israelite community focused on their duties as wives and mothers.
Through this declaration of desperation, Rachel acts as the mouthpiece for the
editors of Genesis to reinforce this perspective of women's place in the early
community. The authorial opinions imposed upon Rachel's story directly
parallel the presentation of Sarah's own. In both episodes, Sarah and Rachel look
to servant women in their households to fulfill their own duty of bearing
children. "And Bilhah conceived and bore Jacob a son" (Genesis 30:5). The son
was not born to Rachel, but as the text states, Bilhah bore Jacob a son. Although
the cultural identity of Laban's campus was in crisis, split between Rachel's
matriarchal culture and Jacob's increasing authority as a patriarch of Judaism, the
authorial presentation clearly establishes the camp as male-dominant. Yet
characteristic of the preceding chapters, the literary presentation retains evidence
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of women's authoritative presence, or more specifically at this junction, the
struggle to retain such authority outside of Judaism.
In order to establish ownership of the child, Rachel "named him Dan,

meaning He [God] judged" (Genesis 30:6). In contrast to Jacob's inference that
Rachel's barrenness was a punishment from God "who [has] withheld from you
the fruit of the womb," this name illustrates her conviction of divine support, by
a god, but not necessarily the god of Jacob (Genesis 30:2). The assumption that
the god of Jacob presented Rachel's judgment is to yield to the influence of the
author and the indisputable authority of the Torah: this is a blunder we have
tried to avoid from the beginning of this scriptural excavation. The religious
judgment that validates Rachel's faith by the birth of her child could likewise be
attributed to one of her own gods or even goddesses, as the editorial revision
may have altered Dan's very name to support their own motive. The naming of
her second surrogate born child supports this hypothesis. Rachel similarly claims
the second child born to Bilhah as her own by naming him Nephtali. The child's
name directly reflects the tension between Rachel and her sister, as NephtalUs
defined "with mighty wrestling I have wrestled with my sister" (Genesis 30: 8).
These names of her MO surrogate-born sons support the presentation of
Rachel's religious differences with her husband and her sister, as well as her
motive to sustain a presence and culture, in which women have authority,
outside of Judaism. In performing these acts of naming, one that was
unnecessary for Sarah to perfonn due to her established authority as a matriarch
of not only her own home but within the community, Rachel's actions
emphasize her declining authority in the household.
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Despite a motive of sustaining a culture based in women's authority, the
birth of a male child, in fact two male children, would not have been
troublesome to Rachel in the preservation of a matriarchal culture.

Remember

we have already witnessed Rebekah's attempt to maintain her matriarchal
beliefs through her son, Jacob. Yet Jacob's presence in Laban's camp as a
patriarch begs the question: why did Jacob fail to retain the matriarchal customs
of his mother? The biblical or authorial explanation for Jacob's abandonment of
his mother's upbringing in favor of Judaism was the divine conunandment for
l

his loyalty to his father's god, a level of authority undisputed within holy
scripture: "I am the lordi the God of Abraham your father and the God of Isaac;
the land on which you lie I will give to you and to your offspring. Know that I
am with you and will keep you wherever you gOI and will bring you back to this
land; for I will not leave you until I have done what I have promised you"
(Genesis 28:13, 15). Keep in mind that the history of ancient Israel, a span of
approximately eight centuries in the book of Genesis alone, did not progress as
neatly as it is presented in the literature, an authorial process of one generation
of scribes. Instead, through this dream, the presences of matriarchal customs as
well as women's communal and religious authority are quickly dissolved. As a
result of this dream, the literary resolution for a quick exchange of cultural
authority and the potential for Jacob to carry on his mother's beliefs were
defeated.
"Rachel was barren/' but Leah conceived and bore six sons for Jacob:
Reuben, Simeon, Levil Judah, Issachar and Zebulun (Genesis 29:31). According
to her literary presentationl Leah was not concerned with maintaining a level of
authority in the household, but in achieving recognition from her husband. I
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agree with Megan McKenna who interprets Leah's pregnancy and childbearing
in Leave Her Alone, as a life altering and life redefining experience. Just as
Rachel's names for her children illustrated her own plight, so do Leah's children's
names represent her own growth and sense of importance (200). Although her
own name Leah, "cow," reflects the influence of agrarian religions, as does
Rachel's own as "ewe," it simultaneously alludes to the "strength and power"
that would have been necessary for a woman who was entering into a
dominantly male religion.
With her first three sons, the measure of importance to Leah was based in
the favor she would gain with Jacob.

nus need for her husband's affection is

illustrated in the names of her first three sons. Reuben, "surely now my
husband will love me"; Simeon "because the Lord has heard that I am hated"
and Levi "now this time my husband will be joined to me because I have borne
him three sons" (29:32-34). Yet even the birth of the fourth child, Judah, did not
win Leah the acceptance she desired from Jacob. Leah's importance to her

husband lay solely on a reproductive basis, to contribute to Abraham's covenant
that his descents would be as numerous as the stars. Upon this realization, "Leah
ceased bearing" (29:35).
Leah's response to her learned value, contingent upon her fertility, did not
cause her to reject his God, but in contrast, embrace the god of her husband's
male ancestors. As illustrated in the name of her fourth son, Judah's name
reflects his mother's spiritual turning point: "this time I will praise the Lord"
(29:35). Leah's attention shifted from her husband's affections to a new spiritual

understanding. Unlike Rebekah who recognized her role as the vessel through
which a dominant nation would arise, displacing her own matriarchal customs,
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and cursed her fate "If it is to be this way, why do I live?", Leah named her
children, the future leaders of the tribes of Israel, in praise of God (Genesis 25:
22). Rebekah and Rachel's concern in regard to the sustenance of matriarchal
culture lay in their present lifetimes, but Leah's focus lifted her above the current
situation, as the unloved wife, and towards the future of her offspring. This
perspective on the future directly reflects the perspective of the scriptural
authors who WTote these accounts of ancient Israel: they illustrate the entire
history of Genesis as the foundation for their contemporary culture and religious
practice of monotheistic Judaism. Although the presentation is linear, the
underlying swirls of cultural conflicts and authority struggles are overshadowed
by the greater motive of the author, justification and divine authorization. In
this way, the literary presentation of Leah reduced her to a vehicle for authorial
communication.
In comparison to Rachel's struggle to retain matriarchal presence, one

may ask if Leah's response was the resignation of a woman recognizing her lack
of value in the patriarchal culture, or did she realize her success would be
achieved through her children? In the following statement, Ellen Frankel affirms
the success of Leah's life occurred through the actions of her children, not as a
token mother but as the illustrious mother of Israel:
Reading the rest of the story, we have to conclude that Leah fails in her
own lifetime-but attains some measure of victory after her death: it is
she, afterall, not Rachel, who lies forever beside Jacob in the Cave of
Makhpelah. It is Leah's two sons Judah and Levi who eventually inherit
the lion's share of Jacob's patrimony, and the priestly line: Levi becomes
the ancestor of Moses, Aaron, and Miriam; and Judah becomes the
ancestor of David and his royal descendants. In addition, Judah gives his
name to the Jewish people: "Judahites". Thus, though Rachel wins Jacob's
(Frankel 56)
heart, it is Leah who wins Israel's.
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Yet just as the dichotomy of Rebekah's intentions was revealed, both within
Judaism and within her own matriarchal culture, Leah likewise presents a duality
of cultural loyalty in her literary presentation.
"Is there any portion or inheritance left to us in our father's house?"
(Genesis 31:14). Rachel and Leah's frustration with their father's disrespectful
treatment of his own daughters as "foreigners" and as property that has been
bought and sold, illustrates how this behavior stood in stark contrast to their
treatment prior to Jacob's arrival (Genesis 31:15). Laban's manipulation of
Jacob's marital debt for both Leah and Rachel was aimed at the preservation of
his camp among his own sons, rather than his son-in-law: "Now Jacob heard that

the sons of Laban were saying, 'Jacob has taken all that was our father's; he has
gained all this wealth from what belonged to our father" (Genesis 31:1). Rachel
and Leah's criticism of theiI father's withholding of property from them, was in
fact the indirect result of Laban's dislike for Jacob. Again, Susan Niditch points to
the significance of Rachel and Leah's joint complaint not only against Laban's
actions but concerning their treatment and status in their household. Although
the whole system is not condemned, they recognize their rights, within the
exploitive system itself, have been transgressed (24). Rachel and Leah were
passed over, disrespected by their father in his selfishness to withhold what was
promised to them and to their husband. Laban's actions may have had similar
motivations to those of his daughter Rachel: the last desperate measure to
sustain the customs practiced at his camp by claiming possession of it.
The transfer from matriarchal to patriarchal customs is symbolized in
Rachel and Leah's marriage to Jacob, as Gail Corrington Streete illustrates in The

Strange Womtln: Power and Sex in the Bible. Laban made a covenant agreement
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with Jacob passing the ownership and protectorship from his own control to
Jacob's (29). This exchange, although promised in marriage, culminates in the
desert. Despite their father's initial protest, ''What have you done? You have
deceived me, and carried. away my daughters like captives of the sword," Laban
blessed his children and departed, leaving them to remain with their captor

JJ
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(Genesis 31:26). The journey to Canaan is a symbolic departure from the
matriarchal practices of Sarah and Rebekah, left behind in Laban's camp.
Although Rachel tried to "steal" the household gods from Laban's tent, in an
attempt to carry the matriarchal idols, and symbolically her culture, to Canaan,
Jacob hid them beneath "an oak that was near Shechem" with all other physical
evidence of his wives' previous culture (Genesis 35: 5). Matriarchal culture was
literally buried by Jacob's condemnation of his wives' practices: "Put away the
foreign gods that are among you and purify yourselvesl/(Genesis 35: 2 emphasis
mine). Just as Rachel was used as the mouthpiece of the Genesis authors to
convey their opinion of women's role as mothers, Jacob is likewise used to
conderrm the matriarchal practices. This purification entailed the abandonment
of their matriarchal beliefs, to cleanse themselves of an impure way of life in
favor of a righteous one. Just as Rachel foretold of the death of matriarchal
culture through her own, so she died "on the way to Ephrath" (Genesis 35: 19).
Symbolically, the matriarchal culture that defines the women's presence in
ancient Israel is left in the geographical region of its origin. Sarah and Rebekah's
legacy of matriarchal culture would not be passed on to another daughter or
daughter-in-law, Jacob, nor the editors, would allow it. Instead, patriarchal
Judaism would grow through their sons, "Jacob journeyed on" (Genesis 35: 21).
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Chapter Four
The Lost Daughter of Israel
The birth of a woman-ehild in ancient Israel was not a reason for
rejoicing or celebration. A woman child was a disappointment, for the
father and the family had hoped and prayed for a man-child: a champion
of the family who would toil beside the father and brothers, who would
bear arms in defense of the land and hearth, and who would be able to
carry on the lineage of the tribe. A woman-ehild was believed to be
incapable of doing any of these things: at best her lot was to bear children,
cook the meals, and keep the man's house clean.
(Ide 1)
Female children had no value within growing Judaism in stark contrast to their
previous prominence within matriarchal culture. No other woman would have
felt this polarity directly within her life than the daughter of Leah and Jacob,
Dinah. As the only daughter born to either Leah or Rachel, Dinah's birth would
have caused great celebration for her Aunt Rachel as the final chance for
matriarchal survival. Yet simultaneously, as a woman Dinah represented a
threat to patriarchal Judaism in its literary struggle against the remnants of
matriarchal culture. As a result, Dinah's story is focused on one event of her life,
her "rape" by a Hivite prince. The use of the term "rape" in this narrative,
assumes Dinah's position as an unwilling participant who is violated and
victimized, rather than a willing participant who exerts her own decision to have
intercourse with Shechem, the Hivite. By classifying this interaction as rape,
Dinah's value to the Torah, or more specifically the authorial/editorial motive, is
revealed. I agree with Carol Meyers who recognizes the manipulation of
Dinah's story in Women in Scripture: her character is used by the scribal tradition
to establish the social boundaries for marriage within Judaism (69). Therefore,
symbolically, Dinah is raped by the exertion of patriarchal control over her
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person, by her brothers, as well as the portrayal of her life story by a male
dominant authorial tradition.
"Afterwards she bore a daughter, and named her Dinah" (Genesis 30: 21).
Following her birth to Leah, the last of the children both literally and
symbolically, Dinah is excluded from the text until the event of her rape. Unlike
her brothers, whose names were given and defined as a reflection of their value
and praise of God, Dinah's name is left undefined in Genesis. In the Five Books of

Miriam, Ellen Frankel examines and illuminates the reason for excluding the
definition of Dinah from the text: }'Dinah's name derives from din} meaning

judgment or strife" (58). Could Leah foresee the struggles her daughter would
endure under the growing influence of Jacob's culture? Leah's sons, Reuben,
Simeon} Levi, Judah, Gad and Asher would have enjoyed great authority and
praise in their household, and for their fortunes Leah was glad, as is reflected in
their names. But for her daughter, Leah foretold strife. Leah named her
daughter as a reflection of her own struggles as a woman under her husband's
controlling customs. As a result of the negative impact of Judaism on Dinah's
life, the revealing definition of her name was excluded from the Genesis text.
J/Now Dinah the daughter of Leah, whom she had borne to Jacob, went
out to visit the women of the region" (Genesis 34: 1). Dinah's reasons for
venturing out into the region are likewise absent from this verse} signaling their
contrary nature to patriarchal culture, as we have previously seen in the absence
of her name's definition. In her novel, The Red Tent, Anita Diamant suggests
Dinah's motives lay in her knowledge of mid-wifery as taught to her by the
women of her camp, to aid the labor of a local woman or to collect herbs for
medicinal purposes. Such an example of female independence and knowledge
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would be irrelevant and even counter-productive to establishing a lack of active
decision making to '1ay" with Shechem, and thus is excluded (Genesis 34: 2). Her
introduction as "the daughter of Leah" further emphasizes her lack of value to
androcentric Judaism until the event of her rape presents an opportunity for the
expression of patriarchal power, increasing her value to her father:

I'

Dinah

daughter of Jacob" (Genesis 34:1-'3). As the daughter of Leah, Dinah was
marginalized in the Genesis text, but as the daughter of Jacob, Dinah became the
center of literary attention. Susan Niditch agrees with this representation of
Dinah's presence. More importantly than the dishonor and lowered status Dinah
would endure as a result of rape, Jacob was dishonored and defamed. It is the
status of Dinah's father and brother that most occupies the author (27).
The author's occupation with the effect of Dinah's defilement on Jacob and
his sons is evident in the dialogue, and absence thereof, in the text-Dinah never
speaks. Dinah "is categorized by her status with regard to men in the religio
legal codes, which cover many centuries and situations of practice but are written
from the date and from the standpoint of the exilic or post-exilic periods. In the
endangered ancestress stories, female sexual integrity is shown to be not a
personal possession but a guarantee of the integrity of familial descent and thus
of communal identity" (Street 31). Her honor as a woman is not nearly as
important as her honor as a vestige of her father and from the authorial
influence, to the descendants of Jacob. By "forcing" himself of Dinah, Shechem is
seen as forcing his Hivite customs and culture on Israel itseU: "make marriages
with us; give your daughters to us, and take our daughters for yourselves"
(Genesis 34: 9). It is not the treatment of Dinah as a "whore" that is at stake/ but
the larger survival of Israel from dissolution within neighboring cultures (34: 31).
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In promising Dinah to Shechem in marriage, Jacob was not trying to

reestablish Dinah's honor, but desperately trying to survive in the land and allow
his clan to grow: Dinah was a traded commodity to ensure his success. "These
people are friendly with us; let them live in the land and trade in it, for the land is
large enough for them" (Genesis 34: 21). However, this trade did not satisfy
Dinah's bloodthirsty brothers. Just as their sister was defiled so have they been
shamed. This is an act that should not go unpunished or be resolved through
marriage, regardless of Shechem's participation in Jacob's covenant to his God
through circumcision. 'Uinah's brothers took their swords and came against the
city unawares, and killed all the males, because their sister had been defiled"
(Genesis 34: 25, 27). Just as the violent rape of Dinah threatened the survival of
Israel, so did this act of vengeance. In the rebuke of his sons for their blood
thirsty act, Jacob emphasizes the threat against his culture's survival and its
diminutive size in comparison to their neighbors: limy numbers are few, and if
they [surrounding Canaanites and Perizzites] gather themselves against me and
attack me, I shall be destroyed, both I and my household" (Genesis 34: 30). But
what about Dinah's survival? Her fate is unknown at the close of the thirty
fourth chapter of Genesis, for her purpose to the authors and editors is finished.
Finally, the rape of Dinah may be symbolically interpreted from a feminist
perspective as the seizure of a woman's control over herself and the forceful
exertion of patriarchal customs on her. Regardless of the historical accuracy of
the portrayal of Dinah's life, she has been usurped by the authors/editors of
Genesis to be used for their purpose. Just as Jacob's marriage to Rachel and
Leah, is traditionally interpreted as an illustration against the practice of

polygamy, so is Dinah's story used as a warning against marriage with foreign
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peoples. "When they heard of it, the men were indignant and very angry,
because he had committed an outrage in Israel by lying with Jacob's daughter,

for such a thing out not to be done" (Genesis 34:7 emphasis mine).
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Chapter Five
The prominence, power and prestige of Miriam
In the wake of Dinah's treatment, one may expect a similar portrayal of

women in proceeding books of the Hebrew scriptures. On the contrary, women
arise from the text with "prominence, power and prestige" as spiritual leaders of
their household and community, even as warriors in the preservation of Judaism
(Meyers 128). Miriam exemplifies the outstanding presence of women within
Judaism in the books of Exodus and Numbers. Through the excavation of
Miriam's story, the traditional representation of Moses as the founder of the laws
of Judaism is challenged. Moses would have been a lesser figure, if present at all,
in Jewish history without the support of his sister, Miriam. Miriam's role in the

preservation and leadership of the Jewish people both during and proceeding
the Exodus, exceeds the authority of her male companions, yet she remains a
mere helpmate in traditional interpretations of these texts. As a result of her
powerful presence and influence in Judaic history, Miriam is subject to criticism,
and historical revisionism by later androcentric focused editors. Gail Corrington
Street characterizes the presentation of women, including and following Dinah,
as subjects of male authors and editors whose concerns were specific to the
priesthood. The final editing of the literature of the Torah regards women only
as they affect or are affected by the legal codes, represented as divinely
commanded codes of behavior for the people of Israel(33). Although she is
restricted within the text, Miriam's importance to Jewish history cannot be
restricted by these commanded codes of conduct. Miriam's presence verifies the
ability of women in the ancient community to have authority and leadership
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roles, in contrast to the typical literary portrayal of male dominance, within
Judaism.
"Pharaoh commanded all his people, 'every boy that is born to the
Hebrews you

sh~

throw into the Nile but you shall let every girllive

lN

(Exodus

1: 22). The birth of Moses was untimely in its coincidence with Pharaoh's decree
to destroy all Hebrew born male children. However, through the protection of
his sister, Miriam, Moses avoided the WTath of the decree. "His sister stood at a
distance, to see what would happen to him" (Exodus 2: 4). Although she is not
identified by name in this verse, her identity is attributed to Miriam, supported
by two genealogies, as presented in Numbers 26:59 and I Chronicles 6:3, listing
Moses, Aaron, and Miriam as the sale children of Amran. I agree with Alice L
Laffey's identification of Miriam in An Introduction to the Old Testament: A

Feminist Perspective as the sister of Moses who is not identified by name. Since
Miriam is identified by name and not other sister of Moses or Aaron is
mentioned, it may be concluded that the unnamed sister referred to in Exodus
2:4 as the girl who saw to it that Moses' own mother would nurse him, and
Miriam are the same person(52). Thereby established as Miriam, Moses owed
his life to his sister from the age of three months. Without the intervention of his
sister, Moses would have been reared by an Egyptian wet-nurse, and not on the
symbolically nourishing milk of his Hebrew mother. If the salvation of Moses,
and the guarantee of his Hebrew rearing, were not enough to illustrate the
importance of her presence, Miriam blossomed as an independent religious
leader within Judaism of her own merit.
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Miriam's significance to Jewish history is not limited to feminist
reinterpretations of Exodus, but as Norma Rosen notes in Biblical Women
Unbound, the scriptural literature itself claims her greatness.

Feminist readers make great claims for Miriam, sister of Moses. The Bible
itself makes these claims for her: She is a prophet, a singer of victory at
the Red Sea, savior of Moses and thus of the Hebrews first in Egypt, and
later, on the exodus from captivity. Without Miriam there would be no
Moses, no exodus, no Jewish history.
(Rosen 96)
The "prophet Miriam" (Exodus 15:20). Miriam is the first woman in the
literature of the Torah to bear the title prophet, making her the archetype of the
female prophetic tradition. However, the use of the term prophet is problematic
to some scriptural scholars. Miriam's actions, as they are presented in Exodus,
do not reflect those of a prophet but more closely resemble those of her
brothers, Moses and Aaron, as a priest. In the Women's Bible Commentary, Drorah
O'Donne1 Setel illustrates how Miriam's actions contrast with the patterns of
ocular speech associated with Israelite prophecy. As a result of the authority
implied in the more appropriate title of priest or polytheistic allusions in the
designation of priestess, Miriam's title was changed to prophet, an acceptable
designation to later editors(36). As a prophet, Miriam would Simply have
served, as what Paul Achtemeier defines in the HarperCollins Bible Dictionary as a
channel of communication between the human and divine worlds, as an integral
member of society (889). Prophets were recognized for their divine election as a
messenger, but they did not participate in rituals or services as officials, whereas
priests did. In the book of "Deuteronomy, all the levitical families had a right to
the priesthood since they did not receive an inheritance of land like the other
tribes. Aaron and his sons exclusively received the anointing oil and were attired
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in special clothing of the priesthood (Achtemeier 880, emphasis mine). In order

to establish the exclusively male priestly lineage of Aaron, Miriam's title had to
be distinguished from her brother's. She could not share the title of priest
without sharing the responsibilities of ritual officiation, thus opening the office to
generations of women to follow.
Almost in anticipation of the editorial treatment of her story, Miriam
defends her status in the conununity as a priestly equal: "Has the Lord spoken
only through Moses? Has he not spoken through us also?" (Numbers 12: 2-3).
It is important to recognize that this protest is not the sole statement of Miriam

but includes Aaron in the dispute with Moses: Aaron's collaboration with Miriam
illustrates his view of his sister as an equal. Although it seems that a paradox has
arisen, between the gender exclusion of women to the priestly lineage and the
founder's view of his own sister as a religious equal, this editorial flaw is
remedied by divine intervention. Appearing to them in a cloud, the Lord
rebuked the rebellious Aaron and Miriam for their challenge to Moses' authority.
"When the cloud went away, Miriam had become leprous, as white as snow.
And Aaron turned towards Miriam and saw that she was leprous" (Numbers 12:
10). Aaron was not punished! In An Introduction to the Old Testament: A Feminist

Perspective, Alice Laffey also recognizes the injustice of Miriam's punishment.
Although she shares responsibility with Aaron for their challenge to Moses, only
Miriam must pay the penalty (55). As a result of her condition, Miriam was
forced to stay outside of the conununity for seven, in what Drorah Setel notices
is the reverse of the priests' seven-day consecration (36). This period of

segregation is meant to cleanse Miriam of her transgression but it does not
restore her to the level of authority or presence she previously enjoyed.
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'rwhatever her particular disease, Miriam remains a condemned woman, a
warning for generations to come" (Meyers 128).
Miriam's disease was her courage to defend her equality in a patriarchally
dominated community. Such strength and conviction, as illustrated by Miriam in
her confrontation ·of Moses, was not valued by later editors of the Hebrew
scriptures, but illustrated as a danger to other women, who would similarly have
"the anger of the Lord kindled against them" should they repeat Miriam's
mistake (Numbers 12: 9). Through the re-Iabeling of Miriam as prophetess and
lowering of her religious authority by divine punishment, her female
descendants were likewise excluded from religious officiation, and thus the male
priestly lineage of Aaron was established. Nwnbers 12 may therefore be
considered, from Stele's definition, as the condensation of the divine command
for women's exclusion from the lineage of the priesthood (36).

The Song of Miriam
This biblical episode portrays Miriam as an equal leader of the people of
Israel out of their bondage in Egypt, especially of the women. Although the Song
at the Sea, all eighteen verses, is attributed to Moses, it is likely that the song was
censored and falsely attributed to the true author's brother. The single verse
that is attributed to Miriam is only a repetition of the previous verses. As Ellen
Frankel notes, this imbalance suggests later editing, not Miriam's lesser
authority, as a result of the editorial uneasiness with female leadership(llO).
Regardless of her literary title or the literature attributed to her, Miriam was an
integral participant in the most major even of ancient Israelite history: the
Exodus. "That very day the Lord brought the Israelites out of the land of Egypt,
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company by company" (Exodus 12:51). Although her name is not mentioned
during the Passover directions or the festival of unleavened bread, Miriam is
dearly identified in an act of divine praise and celebration at the Red Sea-the
song of Miriam.
"Sing to the Lord, for he has triumphed gloriously; horse and rider he has
thrown into the sea" (Exodus 15:21). The image of Miriam singing with
tambourines and leading a dance is a powerful portrayal of thanksgiving and
divine praise by a woman. This depiction of Miriam is so colorful and energized
in its celebration of the power of God and His protection over the chosen people,

that it is recalled on numerous occasions in the Psalms and by the prophet
Jeremiah in later scripture: "Again you shall take your tambourines and go forth
in the dance of the merrymakers" Oeremiah 31:4). Miriam is remembered by

men of her own tradition as the epitome of praise and joyfulness, as the leader of
the dance in His praise: "Then the prophet Miriam took a tambourine in her
hand: and all the women went out after her with tambourines and with dancing"
(Exodus 15:20). Although Miriam's presence is powerful and positive in this
scene, she appears as an equal to Moses which is threatening to his patriarchal
supremacy through the eyes of later editors, those same scribes who buried the
authoritative presence of Sarah and Rebekah in their alternative religious and
cultural practices.
Despite the traditional assodation with Moses, the authorship of the Song
celebrated at the Red Sea was the same person as the leader of the
celebration-Miriam. Drorah OUonnel Setel provides evidence of Miriam's
authorship in her examination of Exodus in the Women's Bible Commentary. The
phrase beginning 'sing to YHWH' in v.21 is understood as a title rather than a
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repetition of the poem. The fact that this citation has been preserved despite
later perspectives that augment the significance of Moses while diminishing that
of his sister has led scholars to conclude that the work was indeed originally
preserved as her creation (35). In addition to Stele's exhibit, the footnote
provided to the scriptural supports Miriam as the author of the Song: "The
victory song typically belongs to women (see Judges 11:34 Deborah's song).
Miriam, may in earlier tradition have initiated the song" (NSRV footnote 15.21
108). This earlier tradition can be translated as the original preservation of the
song as Miriam's creation, thus harmonizing the evidence in support of Miriam's
authorship. Why then would Miriam's song be attributed to her brother Moses?
Although the story of Miriam's challenge to Moses' authority
chronologically succeeds the Exodus, in magnitude of importance, the challenge
exceeds that of her authorial rights to the song. In the wilderness, Miriam not
only questioned the authority of Moses buhn terms of the literary presentation,
she challenged the patriarchal basis of Judaism itself. Gail Corrington Street
similarly recognizes that women's significance in the Exodus story is polarized,
as preservers or threateners of male well-being (33). Miriam's preservation
efforts as they attribute to the Exodus have already been illustrated in her
salvation of Moses as an infant. Her threat, on the other hand, lies on a far more
subtle level; through her very presence. Laffey agrees that Miriam is an equal to
her brothers, Aaron and Moses, not only in her leadership but more generally in
the accounts of both her birth and her death (55). As an equal, recognized by the
Israelite community and Aaron himself, Miriam poses a threat to the established
Judaic tradition, founded by the very laws of Moses himseJ1, at the time of the
authorial and editorial composition of the Torah. Although it has been noted
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that the title of prophet was incorrectly given to Miriam as a revision of her
authority, Setel suggests even this incorrect title supports Miriam's authoritative
presence in the ancient culture. The inclusion of Miriam's leadership of the
victory celebration, as it is presented in Exodus 15 indicates a communal
familiarity with female leadership that has not survived into later periods of
Judaism (36). To emphasize Miriam's lesser status in the community, the scribal
tradition had to punish her further through divinely directed illness as well as the
increased revision of her presence in the ancient Israelite community. Although
Miriam is included in the story of the exodus and the following celebration/ her
leadership and her authorial credit for the Song at the Sea is omitted.
Just as Miriam was punished for her direct challenge to Moses' unique
authority, she is likewise punished for her authoritative presence as a leader of
the people of Israel. As a result of Miriam's degraded status in the literature of
the Torah, Laffey points out that the text betrays its patriarchal prejudice (55).
Miriam's participation in the exodus was revised by later editors to combat her
threat to Moses' authority, first by divine punishment and secondly by
attributing the song at the Red Sea crossing to Moses. When women exhibit
greater authority, or take leadership roles away from men/ such as Miriam or
her spiritual ancestor Sarah, they are expelled until order-the appropriate male
leadership-is restored" (Streete 33). However, the damage, that the scriptural
authors were trying to prevent, has been done.
In conclusion, Miriam's presence/ regardless of her title, in the narrative

and her association with the celebratory song at the Red Sea challenges the
stereotypes of women in ancient Israel as they are presented in the literature of
the Torah. Miriam was not a mother or a wife, but an integral component in the
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establishment of the laws of Judaism as a leader of the community. Similar to
Rebekah's facilitation of Jacob's position as a patriarch, Miriam directly
influenced the history of Judaism as both a power behind as well as equal in
leadership to Moses. Although the extent of Miriam's participation in the
wilderness community of Israelites was expelled by editorial revision, her
participation in establishing the very laws of Judaism can never be edited.
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Conclusion
On becoming a scriptural archeologist
Scriptural archeology has attempted to resolve questions of textual
authority and interpretation that has plagued religious and literary scholars for
centuries. Although this scriptural examination concentrated on women's
history, modem scientific criticism, historical scholarship and many others have
similarly examined the literature of the Torah to unveil various perspectives of
ancient Judaism and the culture from which it grew. Through this process, the
duality of the literature as divinely authoritative and human made arises. As
Judith Plaskow agrees, the same religious sources that provide a divine
perspective and significance to life, are simultaneously seen as human creations,
bound by cultural expressions of past religious values (15).
The scriptural archeology of women's presence in the Torah, unveiled a
complex understanding of both women's place in the ancient Israelite and
Mesopotamian culture as well as the interpretation of their place by a scribal
tradition centuries later. From the height o(Sarah's authority in matriarchal
culture to Miriam's leadership in early Judaism, women's presence has evolved
through coexistent and later competitive religious practices. The authorial and
editorial revision of the female figures of Torah did not expWlge their presence,
but left remnants of evidence that supported women's power and prestige in
their communities, especially their leadership in a supposed male dominant
ancient commWlity.
Through scriptural archeology, a Torah behind the Torah has emerged,
presenting a new perspective of women in ancient Israel that is no longer
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contingent upon their relationship to men. Sarah, Rebekah, Rachel, Leah, Dinah
and Miriam have surfaced as religiously active and independent figures, who
were integral in the growth of Judaism. In contrast to the portrayed patriarchal
state of ancient Judaism, I would suggest a more gender equal state of authority
in which male and female leadership was coexistent. Although male leadership

may have been greater than the female presence at one time in the ancient
community, it would not have completely erased female authority as it is
presented in the Torah.
Finally, my purpose here was not to chastise or negate the authority of

the Torah, but to raise an awareness of the readers, of any religious text, of the
historical and human influences at work within the literary presentation.
By continuing to read the religious scriptures of the Torah from this new
perspective, especially in terms of women's presence, the matriarchs are restored
to their rightful place in Judaic history, providing a more complete
understanding of women's past and present place in Judaism.
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